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1. The subject of the present paper, an algorithmic method of soiv-
ing a special cubic equation, stems from the construction of trigono
metric tables to be applied in astronomical computations. A central
problem in this construction is that of determining sin 1°. The stand
ard Islamic method’ for approximating sin 1° which in its essential
part goes back to Ptolemy,2proceeded from certain inequalities which,
however, themselves set a limit to the accuracy of the result, In order
to obtain better approximations by these procedures one would have
to perform unreasonably long computations. Ptolemy was well
aware of the shortcoming of his method and deplores that the chord of
the third of an arc with known chord cannot be found by means of
geometrical construction (& r’ ypaji&n’), stating that otherwise ore
could find crd ‘/2° from the known crd I ‘/2°.

However, the Iranian astronomer and mathematician Jamshid
Ghiãth udDin alKasht (d l429) set up the trisection equation and
succeeded in devising an ingenious method to solve it which yields
sin ° with uiy dpsired cc11racy. AJKshi was an eminent rornpn r
a is witnessed by his w rks in particular I is computation o 2rr to )
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correct sexagesimal, or 17 correct decimal, digits—he gives both repre
sentations, the consistent use of decimal fractions being an invention
of hiss

The method is described by Miriam Chelebi7 (d. 1524/25), a grand
son of ar-Rumi,8al-Kashi’s successor as director of the observatory at
Samarkand, in his commentary to the tables of Ulugh Beg9 It has
been treated by Woepcke,1°who rather obscures its structure by em
ploying infinite series in his discussion, by Hankel,” who undoubtedly
understood the method, but fails to justify it, and who does not com
pute sexagesimally, and by Braunmühl,’2who follows Hankel.

2. In the following all numbers will be written in the sexagesimal
system, unless otherwise stated, the digits being separated by commas
and the integral and fractional parts by semicolons, e. g., 1,58; 0,32
means 160 + 58 + 0.60—1 ± 32.602,

Furthermore, the sine function of an arc A used in Islamic astron
omy—we shall denote it by Sin A—is 1,0 sin A, thus exhibiting the
same sequence of sexagesimal digits as sin A but with the semicolon
moved one place to the right, or Sin A is sin A ‘once elevated” as it is
called. Sin A is therefore the length of half the chord of the arc 2A
measured with a unit which is 0 ;1 times the radius of the circle.

Our method proceeds from the identity:

sin 3A = 3 sin A — 4 sin3A,

Sin 3A = 3Sin A — 0; 0,4Sin3A,’3

or specially:

Sin 3° Sin (18° 15°) can be determined with any desired ac
curacy by operations the most complicated of which is extraction of

(d) E. .8. Kennedy, “A Fifteenth Cent. Lunar Eclipse Computer” ScRIPTA MATm, V.
XVII, 1951, p. 9197.

(e) E. S. Kennedy, “An Islamic Computer for Planetar Latitudes” Journ, Am. Or, See,,
v. 71, 1951, p. i32i,
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square roots. The problem of finding Sin 1° therefore reduces to that
of solving the cubic equation:

Sin 3° = 3x — 0;0,4z3
or:

x3 + 15,OSin3°x=
45 0

Substituting the previously found value for Sin 3°, namely 3 ;8,24,-
33,59,34,28,15 (Chelebi has erroneously 3;8,24,33,59,32,28,1514), we
get:

= x3 + 47,6;8,29,53,37,3,45
(I)

45,0

x must be less than 1,0—indeed we know from cruder methodsn
that Sin 10 1 ;2,. —so let x = a1; a2, a3,.. Using but the fact
that x must satisfy (1) we now proceed to determine the a’s succes
sively. We have:

— a1;. . ± 47,6;.a1,...
45!0

However, if we are interested only in the integral part a1 of the solu
tion it seems plausible that we can disregard a1;.. 1 since we have
to divide it by 45,0. Postponing for the moment the accurate justifica
tion of this—or rather the similar steps below—we obtain:

47,6;.a1;...
45,0

This division gives the quotient I and the remainder r1 = 2,6 ;8,29,.
Th.us a1 = 1. We now have:

0:a,.
45,0

Since we now are concerned with the first place after the semicolon
we can replace I ;,.. by I and obtain:

L4 ibid p. 31.
E g ‘-t cray gwes in the abk d ards -llmagest I ui Mr tins los c n note

p 37) Crd 2 2;5,40, or see any of the Islamic astron. tables.
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1 ± r1 2,7;8,.
0a =

45,0 45,0

This division gives the quotient 0 ;2 and the remainder r2 37 ;8,29,.
Thus a2 = 2.
Going one step further we find:

1;2,a3,. + 47,6;8,..,
1;2,a3,.

= 45,0
or:

1;2 + 47,6;8,. . — 45,01;2 r2 + (1;2 190,0,a3,... — -

45,0 450

This division gives the quotient 0 ;0,49 and the remainder r3 = 0 ;29,42,
1,37,3,45. Thus a3 49.

The above enables us to verify immediately Chelebi’s rule: “Then
one takes the cube of the n quotients (i. e., forms a1;. . .

then the difference between this cube and that of the first ii — i
quotients (i. e., a1;. . ,a13). This is added to the remainder of the
nth division. One has now the ii + I ‘St quotient (i. e., a+1).” Chelebi
makes this statement for the cases n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and then adds: “and
one may continue the computation in the same manner as far as de—
sired,” Thus he obtains Sin 10 = 1 ;2,49,43,11.

3. That we are justified in replacing a1 ;a2,. . . ,a,18 for a1;.
, , when we are only concerned with the nth digit of the solw

tion of (1) may be seen as follows: Let us take the worst possible case
where we use 1,0+2 for 0:0,. , ,0,a,, , and let us use the too large
value I ;3 for a1;. ,a,, (this is justified by other ways of approxi
mating Sin 10, as stated above). We get then:

(I ;3 ÷ i,023 = I ;3 + 3 I ;6,9 10 ± ‘3’ 1 ;3’ 1,024 +
I ‘ < I;3 4,102 for r 3.

Fortunately this h to be dided by 4-5,0 = 1,0,0 (see (1 ‘ so that
4’’

the final influence of disregarding everything beyond the first n4
digits is less than 6’i,0, or 6 in then i’St digit.

Vet, this may from time to time change aK to a value which is I too
low. But if we for a moment think of the method as an iteration proc
ess for approximating a solution of the equation x = fix), noticing
thatjf’(x)1ismuch less than I in the neighborhood of the point of inter-
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section between y = x and y = f(x), the convergence of the approxi
mants becomes evident. Thus the error in a will eventually be com
pensated, and it will happen by one of the subsequent a’s, usually

assuming a value greater than 60.
4. That this elegant method is due to al-Kashi seems quite certain.

Chelebi mentions as its inventor a person whose name Sédillot trans
literates as A tab-Eddin-Djemshid. This was doubtlessly a misreading
of the Arabic characters of the MS for Ghiath ud-Dn Jamshid, al
Kãshi’s given name and honorific title. For a missing dot over the
initial gha’in makes it an ‘am, hence Sédillot’s A. The only way of
distinguishing between a ya and a ta (Sédillot’s 1) is by the presence of
two dots under or over the letter, and probably the dots were missing
in the MS. In the same manner tha and ba are distinguishable only by
dots. The other variants in the transliteration are vowels, not nor
mally indicated in Arabic script.

Further, al-Kãshi describes in his astronomical tables, the 31j-i
Khaqani, the then standard method of approximating Sin 1°. On
folio 32 recto of the India Office copy of this work, mentioned afready
in note (4), he arrives at his final result, Sin 10

‘—i 1 ;2,49,43,13,5. But
opposite this, and running down the left hand margin of the folio, is a
series of glosses. They are apparently all in the same hand, but it
must be presumed that they were entered successively in some previous
copy of the work by various individuals, beginning with al-Kashi him
self. In the following translation’6of these glosses the italicized ma
terial is in Arabic in the MS, the remainder in Persian:

“The ancients found no method for obtaining accurately the sine of
the third of an angle whose sine is known, We have developed a
method and have written an essay explaining it to its limit. We have
extracted the sine of one degree by that method; it is 1,2,49,43,11,14,-
44,16,19,16 ninths, This is an annotation of the author; may God for
give him,”

“Mostly (?) the successful completion of this essay was not attained,
After the death of the author, upon him (be) forgiveness!, this weak
person (i. e, the present scribe) saw his book in which he had com
manded the extraction (i. e, he had extracted) this sine of one degree
by the method of algebra without question (word 1legihle andor
its margin a writing that, ‘This the szne one degree; uie ec&ccted :
by inspired ctrength from ‘he Etena Fresen’e,’”

Our najter, Mu’ n udDin the srr onuai’ oheer’r
s dIgene us::ate pcrn iLrad :rd ‘

Lfle martyrdum of tne martyred ,uitan Liugh Beg (saw, or iouu
1 My thanks are also due to Dr Ahiriad Pakhri for help with the translation
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the portfolio of that presence (i. e., honorable person) a scrap (of
paper?) in the handwriting of our forgiven (i. e., deceased) master.”

The above-mentioned essay, whether completed or not, is mentioned
in the preface to al-Kashi’s Key to Arithmetic,’ and the value of Sin 10

determined by this method is used in his computation of w.
‘ See Luckey, bc. cit. (in note 5(c)), p. 6
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